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ABSTRl\Cl' 

A TSO/ISPF - based Infcmnation center allows tre ncn-OP professional in a MIlS 
env:iIcment to access IlBinframe catplter power without regard to technical. 
<X1IPlexities. A user-friendly llE!IlI1-driven dialog is enployed with screens 
which are &1qlish-1ike and avoid tre use of DP ac:rcnyms and jaJ:900 whenever 
possible. 
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INTRrnUCTION 

Infonnation Center users are provided with tools and techniques that allow than 
to focus on business problans and access their data on their tenns. The IC is 
also responsible for training, security and systan perfonnance. Capacity 
managanent of IC processing is therefore neoessary to track and plan resource 
utilization. 

Gl'EDS INFORMATION CENTER ENVIRONMENT 

To meet the four basic needs of IC users -- providing functionality, training, 
security and perfonnance -- GTEDS Infonnation Center utilizes three primary 
tools: 

- The Infonnation Center Dialog was developed with the ISPF Dialog Manage
ment service under TSO, utilizing CLIST as the COIlIlland procedure for the 
application coding. 

- ACF2 (Access COntrol Facility) is utilized for security enhancement. 

- SMF (Systan Managanent Facility) is the primary capacity managanent 
tracking and planning aid. 

In building an Infonnation Center, user-friendly is the key word. No user has 
to care to the IC. They will care only if the IC meets business needs in a 
timely and non-frustrating manner. 

A big step toward "user-friendly" is providing an integrated approach to 
prablan solving: One basic place to go with a single approach to screen 
design. In this way, once a user learns one function, he can assume that 
s:imilar functions are perfOl:med in a like manner. This leads to less training 
and user frustration. The GTEDS IC selected ISPF to irrplanent this single, 
unified, and easy to understand approach. 

ISPF Capabilities: 

- Display screen panels and messages 

- Menus, documentation (help screens), and Dialogs 

- Generation of output files for job submission and other processing 

- Definition and control of symbolic parameters 

- Interface to ISPF/PDF browse and edit facilities 

- Control of operational rrodes during processing. 

Fran the IC user perspective, the rrost visable functions are the screen panels 
and online documentation. The GTEDS IC has extensively tailored both of these 
to meet the needs of the user. 
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DIAIDG AND SCREEN TAILORING 

The end-user' s fear of carputing IlRlst be renoved and carputing IlRlst be as easy 
as possible in the Infonnation Center. 

User-Friendly Environment: 

An effective method of enabling the non-technical professional to begin using 
the canputer quickly and painlessly is required. Human engineering factors 
IlRlst be considered with enphasis on user-friendliness and a non-threatening 
environment. ISPF provides the logical linking of IlRlltiple screen panels to 
form an interactive dialog which is sophisticated and has a positive effect 
upon users. Effective utilization of carputers is greatly improved so that 
mi.nfual effort is needed to use the carputer in decision making. 

The application panels are designed as fill-in-the-blanks type screens and 
IlRlltiple choice is enployed for selection whenever possible. CLIST-driven 
panels rerrove the neoessity for end-users to understand the technical aspects 
involved in utilizing the IC application tools. Messages and the help facility 
are available for all panels and may be invoked for clarification when 
necessary. 

The dialog consists of CLISTS, panels, messages, tables, and file skeletons 
with a library for each respective catq?01lent. ISPF library members can be 
m:xllfied in edit IlDde and carpiles or preprocessing are not neoessary. 

Application Accessibility: 

The Infonnation Center makes screen content appropriate to the user's level of 
technical knowledge by controlling the applications selected when the initial 
CLIST is invoked. Screen tailoring the menu allows ease of use and slirplicity 
for novice TSO users as well as providing rrore sophisticated tools for the DP 
professional. 

While capabilities of end-users IlRlSt not be underestimated, proper controls 
IlRlSt be in place so that disaster does not occur when users are doing their own 
canputing. Screen tailoring allows for control of data base and application 
accessibility and; therefore, yields an additional security facet for end-user 
canputing. 
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ONLINE TRAINJNG 

Online training through HELP and 'IUIDRIAL screens increases user productivity 
and builds user self-sufficiency. 

User Independence: 

The end-user quickly l:Jecares canfortable, and enthusiasm is created through the 
relative ease of use of the TSO/ISPF-based Ie. Inmediate user access to 

• ccmputer-based training and dOCUIreIltation is provided. Online training pro
vides hands-on experience while learning at one's own pace. The tiIre horizon 
is kept to a min:i.mum in respect to initial end-user independence. The ISPF 
dialog is effective as a notivator since he is allowed to learn and work at his 
own pace. 

From the end-user's perception, pressure of tiIre availability with DP pro
fessionals is rerroved. This increases his canfort level and reduces the 
dependency on the DP technician. The end-user is allowed to work at his own 
speed and learn those areas that are particularly pertinent and important to 
him. 

Timely Assistance: 

with the aid of the online help and tutorials, the Ie user has the ability to 
seek clarification on specific functions when needed. The information is on 
hand when needed and is relevant at the appropriate time. Non-pertinent 
information is not learned for a future situation that nay never appear. 

Retained User Competency: 

If the Ie is not accessed for a while, the end-user can readily assist himself 
in refreshing his knowledge. By depressing a program function key for the help 
mechanism, information is displayed which explains the last screen accessed. 
This allows the end-user to meet his needs himself as sllrp1y as possible 
initially and provides the mechanism to learn nore features as his knowledge 
increases. 
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PRIM1\RY MENUS 

The end-user who uses only the Ie has the Ie pr:imary Menu as the first s=een 
displayed when he logs on. It is displayed autanatioally fran a carmand 
procedure which is invoked within the user's TSO logon. 

Users who have a need to perform non-Ie functions in TSO, execute the Ie 
control CLIST which initiates ISPF. 

For both user types, the CLIST interrogates the user LD. and determines the 
pr:imary Irel1U to display by specifying the appropriate panel carmand. 

The Ie pr:imary Menu is formatted as follows: 

---Gl'EI)S HEADQUlIRl'ERS IM INFORMATION CENTER PRIMARY MENU---
SELECT OPTION 

o SPF PAFMS - SPOCIFY TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
1 BRaiSE - DISPLAY SOURCE DATA OR OUl'PUT 
2 EDIT - CREATE OR mANGE SOURCE DATA 
3 UTILITIES - PERFORM UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
4 TSO - EXECUTE SEI:H::TED TSO CCMWIDS 
A ASI -ST - EXECUTE ONLINE ASI -ST CCMWIDS 
AD ADABAS - EXECUTE ADABAS/NATURAL 
D DSP - ROUTE PRINT TO Ie PRIN.l'ER 
G GDDM - EXECUTE GDOM GRAPHICS 

USERID -#LR4342 
TIME -14:20 
TERMINAL-3278 
PF KEYS -24 

I ISMDS - EXECUTE INI'ERACI'IVE SCREEN mr DISPIAY SCREEN 
M MESSAGES - BRaVSE SYSTEM MESSAGES AND DOCUMENTATlrn 
N Ie NEWS - BRaVSE Ie NEWS. UPDATED 8/21/83 
R Rl\MIS - EXECUTE Rl\MIS 
S SAS - EXECUTE SAS/SASGRAPH 
T TUTORIAL - TUTORIAL ON HCW TO USE Ie 
U USER IDEI\S - SUGGESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE FOR Ie 
x EXIT - TERMINATE Ie SESSlrn 

PRESS END KEY OR ENTER X TO TERMINATE Ie SESSlrn 

PRIM1\RY MENU: 

The user identification, which denotes group affiliation, is initialized 
and stored in the user's profile by the Ie staff. With the use of 
symbolic parameters, this user group affiliation is forced as the third 
level qualifier for access to user data bases. 
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"NORMAL" ISPF OPl'ICNS 

SPF PARoIS: 

Tenninal characteristics and program function keys are defined for the end
users when access is established by the Ie staff. All Ie users are initialized 

With the same characteristics. If a user has a problan when using a program 
function key, an Ie consultant can readily assist him via a telephone call and 
explain which PF key should be used to gain the desired results. Sophisticated 
users can change or create new function keys using this option. 

~, EDIT and t1l'ILITY Functions: 

ISPF/PDF Edit and Browse programs are invoked fran the dialog function by 
specifying a data set name. The Edit function is used to build data sets for 
RAMIS and ASI -ST ad hoc reporting requests. The end-user also utilizes the 
Edit function as a maans to build input data and file descriptions. A few 
users perfonn woni processing in Edit m:Jde, but this practice is discouraged. 

SELECl'ED TSO CCMWIDS: 

TSO use is abbreviated through table control. In the Ie control CLIST, a table 
with pennissible TSO ccmnands is allocated acoording to the specific type of 
user. The majority of Ie users have no need to execute CLISTS fran the Ie nor 
does a need exist to be able to jUllp between screens. End-users are allowed to 
select the following TSO ccmnands fran a provided menu: 

rorE: 

LISTA - LIST CURRENTLY ALIDCATED DATl\SEI'S 
LISTB - LIST BROI\DCl\ST MESSAGES 
LISTC - LIST CATAIDG ENl'RIES 
K> - CXH'LEl'E LISTB MSG NUMBER 'ID ROCEIVE MESSAGE 
USER - DISPLAY ALL USERS CURRENTLY IOOGED rn TSO 
SEND - SEND A MESSAGE 'ID ANCIl'HER TSO USER 
S'l2\TUS - GEl' STATUS OF A JOB 
CANCEL - CANCEL A JOB SUBMIT.l'Ell UNDER YOUR TSO ID 
TIME - GEl' CURREN!' TIME AND DATE 
PRINroFF - PRINTOFF A DATASET 'ID A SYSTEM PRINTER 
HELP - HELP CN 1\OOVE FUNCTICNS 
WEEKEND - WEEKEND SCIlEDULE FOR DATA CENl'ER 

If a user has a need for other ccmnands, this can be accamDdated. 
These users have the same panel displayed, but are able to perfonn 
the needed TSO ccmnands such as CLIST execution. 
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Access to User-Friendly Software Tools: 

Panels are provided for each of the mainframe software offerings silpported by 
the Ie. With the use of the menu-driven dialog, the user provides he appro
priate option selection and data set name by filling-in-the-blanks. The Ie 
provides the CLISTS necessary to execute the request by interrogating the panel 
response. The following software packages are currently supported with 
individual selection panels, help, and tutorials: 

ASI -ST EDITOR -

ADl\BI\S/NATURAL -

RAMIS II 

SlIS/SASGRAPH 

ISMDS 

GOOM 

Tests ASI-ST requests for syntax online. ASI-ST 
requests are easy to ncdify and debugging tine is 
reduced. 

A relational DBMS which requires a minimal aJIDUIlt of 
training. NATURAL provides screen map generation, ad 
hoc query, and report generation. 

A database systan, easy to learn and use, for storing, 
creating, and retrieving data. Both online and batch 
processing are available. ISPF file skeletons are 
produced for batch execution. 

Statistical Analysis Systan to analyze data for 
reporting and graphic presentation • 

Interactive Screen Management Display Systan is used 
in conjunction with RAMIS to provide Imlltiple, con
current users with fonnatted screens for data entry 
into and retrieval fran RAMIS databases. 

Graphic Data Display Management for rapidly producing 
ad hoc high quality graphics. 
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Specific Inquiry Functions Provided: 

Online Tutorial: 

If the IC user seeks clarification on specific functions, option "T" in 
the primary menu provides access to IC tutorials. This is provided for 
all selections identified in the primary nenu. Panels are arranged in a 
hierarchy. Entering fran option "T" provides the top panel in the hier
archy. Sophisticated paging indexing is provided to pennit the user to 
pinpoint specific infonnation or brcMse IlDre general subject matter. 

Online Help: 

The IC user is able to expand or refresh knowledge by accessing help with 
the designated program function key to provide an explanation of the 
screen last accessed. The help ccmnand provides entry within the hier
archy at the point where the provided infonnation is pertinent to the 
specific question or situation. 

IC News: 

Option "N" in the primary nenu provides a SUl!IllaIY of available IC tools 
and upcaning classes. For a new user or one who has not accessed the IC 
screens recently, the PF keys are used to scroll through the infonnation. 
The news is updated as needed or periodically and, the date of update is 
stored on the primary nenu. The user has the ability to view a carplete 
list of all current and historical news. 

Messages: 

Option "M" allows the user to browse system messages and general data 
center documentation on available manuals and carq;>uter assisted training. 

The TSO/ISPF-based IC provides the necessary OP familiarization and instruction 
so that OP is not a Ir!Ystery, and it avoids the tendency to build a wall between 
non-OP professionals and OP professionals. Utilization of TSO/ISPF in the IC 
coupled with an understnding of the user's requirerrents, pennits the IC con
sultants to create and adjust the environnent interactively to satisfy the 
end-user's needs. 
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SIDlRITY IN TSO/ISPF mvIOONMENT 

The Infonnation Center has the responsibility to the end-users to insure data 
security and provide audit controls. 

IC Cornnitment: 

Effective creation and execution of IC administration to insure data 
security, data integrity, and minimal data redundancies across the entire 
user camrunity. 

Coordinate IC data base develeJI:lllE!Ilt with existing applications and across 
departnents within Gl.'EDS so as to delineate the access for manipulation of 
data. 

Provide users with a cross-reference and interface to data in corporate 
subject data bases. 

In order to satisfy the security requirelrents of users, mechanisms have been 
designed and :inplerrented at various levels. 

IC Security Access Control: 

An Infonnation Center user who is also a new TOO user is required to 
carplete a sign-up sheet which is processed by both the IC staff and the 
Systems Support Unit. The Systems Support Unit assigns the TSO user I.O. 
It is then the responsibility of the IC staff to allow the user access to 
the Infonnation Center. This is accomplished by detenni.ning which IC 
applications the user has authority to use and appropriately placing the 
user I.O. in the IC control CLIST. The user group affiliation must also 
be established in the user's ISPF profile. This user group affiliation is 
also used for security. 
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ACF2: 

The capability to link a dataset to a designated group of TSO users or to an 
individual TSO ID is provided with ACF2. Auxilialy data security support is 
gained by restricting Ie control data sets to read and execute only. A read 
for any other purpose, such as to copy, is strictly prohibited. '!his insures 
that the Ie dialog is not proliferated by the IlDre technically-aware users, and 
that data cannot be accessed by unauthorized users. OS passwords which are 
print-suppressed may also still be used in conjunction with ACF2 to increase 
the canfort level of end-users. 

A user is able to change his own TSO user I.D. password when desired and is 
required to do so every forty-five (45) days. 

ACF2 uses 00' (Systan Management Facility) reconting facilities to provide 
audit trails, event loggings, proper audit controls and accountability of 
actions for confidential and critical data. This includes the logging of 
unauthorized attaIpts to access data sets. 

DA'l2\. Ml\Nl\GEMENT: 

The Ie staff is responsible for providing data needed for ad hoc reJ?9rting and 
queries through extract programs which only capture the data needed. Associated 
fields in a record, file, or segrrent that are extraneous to the user's purpose 
are then unavailable. File backup copies for recovery and archiving are 
provided autanatically with ASM2 (Autatated Space Management Systan). 
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CAP.!\CITY MANAGEMENl' OF EM>-USER PBClCESSING 

The Ie philosophy encourages users to utilize the Infozmation Center without 
regard to resource :requirements althoogh high-level languages are resource
intensive. The difficulty of planning for end-user processing has long been 
recognized. 

Resource Planning: 

A hardware resource plan for the Infozmaticn Center with ongoing m:mitoring of 
Ie software utilization and user-written systans developnent needs minimizes 
the possibility of under-predicting resource :requirements and the resultant 
poor perfozmance. Accurate planning provides for e:xpansion of carputer 
capacity as necessary to avoid ~ frustraticn. 

TracJd.ng: 

Effective tracking allows the Ie to maintain control so as to identify and 
therefore avoid practices which use excessive resources. Proper m:mitoring 
allows the end-user to be aware of costs and charges for specific activities. 
The Ie should be able to make this infozmation available to the end-user • 

Solution - 00': 

To iIIproYe the overall quality of the TSO/ISPF-based Ie services while mini
mizing and opt:imizing expenditures, SMF (Systan Management Facilities) is 
employed. This data is used to produce :reports for billing users, analyzing 
the wm:Xload, and profiling systan resource usage. 

Sl\S (statistical Analysis Systan) is used for analysis and reporting of 
IlIllIiler of sessions, elapsed time and CPU usage by user, by product code, by 
department, and total Ie. 
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MEl'HODOIOGY : 

Elapsed Session Time 

In order to capture exact session time while utilizing the IC, a non-VSl\M data 
set is renamed at the beginning and ending of the IC TSO/ISPF session producing 
a SMF record type 18 (rename). This activity is perfonned. in the initial CLIST 
that controls the IC processing within ISPF. This is necessary so that exact 
results are captured for only the IC since the user may have the capability to 
use the IC, TOO, SPF or other applications running in a TOO environment. 

The SMF data set is read and a sort/merge program is used to capture and sort 
on record ID 18. The ordered ~IF records provide information by TSO user LD. 
for elapsed session time. The difference between field (SMF18'IME) in start and 
end records is calculated to obtain elapsed session time for each TOO user LD. 

N<Jl'E: 

CPU Time: 

As a matter of clarification, the data in SMF record 5 (ASCBEJST) 
could be used in the case where users are always only using IC 
services. 

The SMF data managerrent record type 05 is used to provide data for CPU time 
under TCB 1 s (Task Control Block). This data is extracted and sorted by TOO 
user LD. for both online sessions and jobs suJ::mitted through TOO. This data 
is used for profiling systan resource usage. The SMF data set is read and a 
sort/rrerge program is used to capture and sort on record ID 05. The field 
ACTJTIME in the ordered SMF records provides information by TOO user LD.for 
CPU time. 

CPU times are captured and extracted for TOO sessions and jobs suJ::mitted 
through TOO. The IC Too/ISPF environment is controlled by an IC driven CLIST; 
however, data cannot be captured or extracted for the particular execution of a 
CLIST with SMF. The IC processing CPU times within ISPF cannot be exactly 
captured since the user may have the capability to use the IC, TOO, SPF or 
other applications running in a TSO environment. 
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CONCLUSION 

A Too/ISPF-based Information Center provides the mechanism for assisting in the 
following areas: 

Software Teals in a user-Friendly Environment 

Online Training 

Online Assistance 

Capacity Managerrent 

Data Se=ity and Management 

User Carnmunication Program 

UpNard Technical capability. 

The difficulties encountered in the managerrent and growth of user-driven 
canputing are reduced with the Too/ISPF Information Center environment. The 
end-user is able to focus on his business problems and became easily involved 
as the development resource. 
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